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Abstract: This study addresses proportional–integral–derivative (PID) optimal fine tuning of load frequency controllers for multiarea interconnected power systems. For realistic study, generation rate constraints are considered to increase system nonlinearity. The proposed method is applied to equal and unequal multi-area interconnected power systems. A methodology
based on water cycle algorithm (WCA) is proposed. WCA is applied to generate optimal fine settings for the four parameters
of the PID. A constrained optimisation problem with relevant integral of time multiplied by summation of absolute errors as an
objective function is established. The time-domain dynamic performances using the generated optimal PID parameters are
demonstrated under disturbed load conditions. At this moment, to show the robustness of the cropped optimised PID
parameters, sensitivity analysis under uncertainty conditions is made by varying the system parameters from their nominal
values. Specifications of time-domain dynamic performances are compared with other competing and Ziegler–Nichols PID
tuning techniques which attest the significance of the proposed WCA-based LFC. Finally, the proposed WCA-based PID
controllers are verified against random step load perturbations with different sampling times.

1

Introduction

Automatic generation controller (AGC) observes continuously the
area frequency and tie-line power ﬂows, and hence computes the
net change due to load variations and adjusting the MW outputs of
the AGC generating units [1]. Load frequency controller (LFC) is
the backbone of the AGC to maintain the system frequency within
acceptable limits to avoid system collapse. For that reason, stable
speed control mechanism using robust LFC is essential [2]. During
the past years, the design of LFC has received signiﬁcant alertness
with proposing numerous effective control strategies with
improved performance [2, 3]. Frequency-based load shedding
relays sense the drop of frequency and automatically initiate
tripping of interconnected lines. Small frequency deviations (i.e.
−0.5 Hz) may lead to the operation of automatic load shedding [1].
Meanwhile, the nature of power system operation changes very
much haphazardly in the course of a daily cycle. Due to this,
conventional controllers [4, 5] are undoubtedly may not be
suitable for AGC problem. To tackle this limitation, an
event-triggering LFC for multi-area power systems with
communication and delay-dependent stability of multi-area load
frequency are presented [6, 7]. Furthermore, some researchers have
suggested a variable adaptive LFC structure [8, 9], artiﬁcial neural
network-based method [10] and adaptive network-based fuzzy
inference system [11] for accommodating parameter variations. On
the other hand, attempts to develop robust LFC [12] and
fractional-order proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller
[13, 14] are addressed to improve the AGC characteristics. A
comprehensive literature survey on LFC and its relevant control
strategies can be found in [15, 16].
Recently, numerous swarm and evolutionary-based optimisation
methods have been introduced to generate optimal settings for PID
controllers. Most of the researchers applied these recently developed
approaches that have reported remarkable improvements in AGC
performance. For example, among these methods, genetic algorithms
(GA) [9, 17], particle swarm optimiser (PSO) and hybrid PSO–pattern
search (PS) [18], bacterial foraging optimisation algorithm (BFOA)
[19] and a hybrid BFOA–PSO [20], a ﬁreﬂy algorithm (FA) and
hybrid FA and PS (hFA–PS)-based LFCs [21], teaching learning
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based optimisation (TLBO) algorithm [22], novel quasi-oppositional
harmony search algorithm (QOHSA) [23] and a lot of similar methods
[24–30]. From literature review, it appears that applying new
heuristic-based optimisation techniques to the area of AGC in order to
get simple, accurate and reliable solution is still ﬂourishing and growing.
Water cycle algorithm (WCA) is a recently developed
optimisation procedure which replicates the water cycle process in
nature [31]. In the real world, all rivers and streams end up in sea
which represents the best optimal solution. Rivers ﬂow to the sea
which is the most downhill location [31, 32]. The WCA algorithm
is well matured and is one of the most promising evolutionary
algorithms that can be used to solve multi-modal with continuous
and discrete complicated engineering optimisation problems. In
addition, the main advantage of WCA algorithm over other known
optimisation techniques is that its operation does not require any
prior deﬁnition of algorithm speciﬁc operators. Only initialisation
of size of search agents and number of rivers and sea, and
maximum number of iterations are required for its functionality.
WCA offers competitive solutions compared with other
population-based algorithms based on the reported numerical
results [32]. The robustness and exploratory capability of the
WCA depends on the nature and complexity of the problems.
Recently, WCA has been applied successfully to solve number of
power system problems [33–35].
In this paper, WCA is applied to generate optimal ﬁne settings for
the four parameters of the proposed PID. Two test cases under
various scenarios are simulated and demonstrated. For more
realistic analysis, the study includes such non-linearities into
consideration in the simulation. Studies of these systems with
parameters’ variations and uncertainties are considered. Necessary
comparisons to others in the literature to validate the proposed
WCA-based methodology are in place.

2

Power systems under study

In this study, two test cases with various complexities are planned for
intensive simulations and demonstrations. These systems under
study are modelled under MATLAB/SIMULINK environment
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Fig. 1 Non-reheat thermal–thermal ICPS

[36]. Test case 1 which consists of equal two-area interconnected
non-reheat thermal–thermal power system is shown in Fig. 1 [19,
21–23]. Each area has a power capacity of 2000 MW with
nominal loading of 50% of its capacity. The system parameters of
two-area interconnected power system (ICPS) are taken from [19,
22, 23]. The generator rate constraints (GRCs) have a signiﬁcant
impact on the transient oscillations of the system dynamics.
Therefore, the GRCs are considered to include system
non-linearity to make the system close to practical conditions. Two
PID controllers are planned in this ICPS.
The second test case comprises four areas incorporated with four
PIDs as shown in Fig. 2. It may be noted that area-1, area-2 and

area-3 are reheat-type thermal units while area-4 is a hydro-power
plant. The typical values of this system are extracted from [5, 23].
The symbols shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are deﬁned as follows: R1–R4
signalise the speed droop constants; B1–B4 are the frequency bias
constants of area-1 to area-4, respectively; Tg1–Tg3 are the
time constants of governors 1–3, respectively; Tt1–Tt3 are the time
constants of turbine 1–3, respectively; Tr1–Tr3 are the time constants
of reheat 1–3, respectively; C1–C3 are the constants of reheat 1–3,
respectively; Kp1–Kp4 are the gains that represent operating load
condition of power systems 1–4, respectively; Tp1–Tp4 are the time
constants of combined rotating mass of power systems 1–4,
respectively; T12 is the synchronising coefﬁcient between area-1 and

Fig. 2 Hydro-thermal unequal four-area ICPS
a Simpliﬁed diagram of an unequal four-area ICPS
b Detailed block diagram of a four-area ICPS
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Fig. 3 WCA-based PID controller and PID construction
a WCA-based PID controller
b Construction of parallel continuous PID with ﬁlter

area-2; T13 is the synchronising coefﬁcient between area-1 and area-3;
T14 is the synchronising coefﬁcient between area-1 and area-4; T23 is
the synchronising coefﬁcient between area-2 and area-3; T1, T2 and T3
are time constants of hydro-governors 1–3, respectively; Tw is the time
constant of hydro-turbine; ΔF1–ΔF4 are the system frequency
deviations of area-1 to area-4, respectively; ΔPtie is the incremental
change in tie-line power exchange between area-1 and area-2 of
two-area systems.
Inertial frequency response of a power system represents
synchronous rotating mass in the system (includes synchronous
generation and motor load) [1]. The reader can observe that the
LFC system in each control area of an ICPS controls the
interchange power with the other control areas as well as its local
frequency. As a result, area control error (ACE) is deﬁned for each
area as a linear formula comprises frequency and tie-line power
changes of the area as speciﬁed in (1). The ACE is used as an
input to PID controllers as shown in Figs. 1 and 2b.

produce gains and ﬁlter coefﬁcient of PID controllers and this
problem could be represented as a block diagram shown in Fig. 3a.
A continuous parallel PID controller (its construction is shown in
Fig. 3b) is proposed to enhance the dynamic performances
 of
 the
AGC interconnected system. Proportional (Kp ), integral Ki and
 
derivative Kd , gains, and ﬁlter coefﬁcient ( N ) represent the PID
parameters that require a viable proper tuning. The ﬁlter coefﬁcient
attenuates high-frequency noise (i.e. minimise error signal ripples).
The transfer function of the PID controller (G(s)) is exposed in the
following equation:


1
N ·s
G(s) = Kp + Ki · + Kd ·
s
s+N


(2)

The area’s frequencies and the tie-line power exchanges are
combined together linearly to form the ACE, which is applied as
the control signal in the WCA-based LFC problem. The WCA will

In a common practice, four kinds of objective functions are ﬁtted for
control design to improve performance criteria. They are: (i) the
integral of absolute error (IAE), (ii) integral of squared error (ISE),
(iii) integral of time squared error (ITSE) and (iv) integral time
multiplied absolute error (ITAE). However, ISE and ITAE
criterions are mostly used in AGC studies for their better
performance as compared with ISTE and IAE criterion [22].
Control systems with ITAE objective functions settle more rapidly
compared with ISE method. Furthermore, ISE normally leads to a
smaller overshoot and a large settling time. IAE is irrelevant to
real-time analytical work and generally produces a slower system
response. However, both ITAE and ITSE provide faster time
response compared with ISE and IAE. ITAE marks a faster setting
time of system and minimum peak overshoots [22, 27]. On the
other hand, ITSE offers large controller output for the sudden
change in reference value, which is not wanted from the controller
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ACEi = DPtie, i + Bi · DF i

(1)

where ΔFi is the system frequency deviation for i th area and ΔPtie,j is
the incremental change of the tie-line power between areas of tie-line
number j.

3

Modelling of objective function and constraints

www.Matlabi.ir

design point of view. Therefore, ITAE is a better objective function
among all and considered in the present work for improved
performance criterion and for further comparative point of view as
well.
ITAE =

tsim
0

Subject to:

t·

N
area


Ntie 


 


DF  +
DPtie, j  · dt
i

i=1

(3)

j=1

⎫
Kpmmin ≤ Kpm ≤ Kpmmax ⎪
⎪
⎬
Kimmin ≤ Kim ≤ Kimmax ,
m
m
m
Kd min ≤ Kd ≤ Kd max ⎪
⎪
⎭
m
m
Nmin
≤ N m ≤ Nmax

∀ m [ Npid

(4)

where tsim is the simulation time; Narea is the number of
interconnected areas under study; ΔFi is the system frequency
deviation for i th area; Ntie is the number of tie lines between
areas; ΔPtie,j is the incremental change of the tie-line power
between areas of tie-line number j; Kpmmin and Kpmmax are the lower
and upper limits of proportional gains of m th PID controller,
respectively; Kimmin and Kimmax are the lower and upper limits of
integral gains of m th PID controller, respectively; Kdmmin and
Kdmmin are the lower and upper limits of derivative gains of m th
m
are the lower and
PID-controller, respectively; N mmin and Nmax
upper limits of ﬁlter coefﬁcients of m th PID controller,
respectively; and Npid is the number of PIDs.
All of the values for each parameter (Kp , Ki , Kd and N ) are
generated within their allowable limits based on the designer
desire. The objective of employing WCA is to estimate the best
lowest value of the cost function (given in (3)). It is worthy to
announce that the PID control factors are self-constrained by their
lower and upper limits ordered by the postulates of the WCA
population.

4

Procedures of the WCA

The WCA mimics the ﬂow of rivers and streams towards the sea and
derived by the observation of water cycle process. Assume there are
some rain or precipitation phenomena. An initial population of
design variables (population of streams) is randomly created after
raining process. The best individual (i.e. the best stream),
classiﬁed in terms of having the minimum cost function, is chosen
as the sea [31]. At that point, a number of good streams are
chosen as rivers, while all other streams ﬂow to the rivers and sea.
A stream of an array of 1 × N is deﬁned as follows:
 
Stream candidate = xi 1 × N ,

∀i [ N

(5)

where N is the number of design control variables and xi is decision
variable values.
To start the optimisation algorithm, an initial population
representing a matrix of streams of size Npop × N is generated. Npop
is the total number of populations. The matrix of initial
population, which is generated randomly, is given using the
following equation:
 
Total population = xij

Npop ×N

∀i [ Npop ,

∀j [ N

(6)

Each of the (xj ) can be represented as ﬂoating point number (real
values) or as a predeﬁned set for continuous and discrete
problems, respectively. The cost of a stream is obtained by the
evaluation of cost function (C ) given as follows:
 At the ﬁrst
 step, Npop streams are created. A number of Nsr
= Nr + 1 , i.e. number of rivers Nr and a only one sea, from
the best individuals with minimum values are cropped as sea and
rivers. The stream which has the minimum value among others is
considered as the sea. The streams ﬂow to the rivers or may
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directly ﬂow to the sea is computed using the following equation:
NStreams = Npop − Nsr

(7)

Equation (8) shows the population of streams which ﬂow to the
rivers or sea. Indeed, (7) is part of (5) (i.e. total individual in
population).
 
, ∀i [ NStream ,
Population of stream = xij
NStream ×N
(8)
∀j [ N
The designated streams intensity for each rivers and sea are
calculated using:
∀n [ Nsr
Cn = Costn − CostNsr +1 ,




 C


n
∀n [ Nsr
NSn = round N
 × NStreams ,
sr

C
i=1

(9)
(10)

i

where NSn is the number of streams which ﬂow to the speciﬁc rivers
and sea.
Let us assume that there are Npop streams of which Nsr − 1 are
chosen as rivers and one is selected as the sea. The distance X
between the stream and the river may be randomly updated using
the formula shown in the following equation:
X [ (0,

C × d ),

C.1

(11)

where 1 < C < 2 and the best value for C may be chosen as 2, and d
is the current distance between stream and river. The value of X (see
(10)) corresponds to a random number ranges from 0 to (C × d ).
Setting C > 1 allows streams to ﬂow in different directions towards
rivers and then rivers to the sea. Therefore, as the exploitation phase,
the new positions for streams and rivers are described as shown in
the following equations:
 t

t
t
X t+1
Stream = X Stream + r (. . .) × C × X River − X Stream
 t

t
t
X t+1
Stream = X Stream + r(. . .) × C × X Sea − X Stream
 t

t
t
X t+1
River = X River + r(. . .) × C × X Sea − X River

(12)
(13)
(14)

where r(. . .) is the random number ∈ [0, 1]. If the solution given by a
stream is better than its connecting river, the positions of river and
stream are exchanged. A similar interchange is performed for a
river and the sea.
Principally, evaporation causes sea water to evaporate as rivers/
streams ﬂow to the sea. The evaporation operator is responsible
for the exploration phase in the algorithm. For that purpose, the
following criterion is utilised for evaporation condition:


i
i
− XRiver
, dmax or rand(. . .) , 0.1,
∀i [ Nsr − 1
if XSea
Perform raining process using (16)
End
where dmax is a small number close to zero. After evaporation, the
raining process is applied and new streams are formed in the
different locations. Afterwards, the new streams which are equal to
the number of previous streams and a river will be generated in
new positions using (15). Therefore, in the new generated
sub-population, the best stream will act as a new river and other
streams move toward their new river.


X new
Stream = LB + r(. . .) × H B − LB

(15)

where LB and HB are lower and higher limits deﬁned by the given
problem, respectively. In the same way, the best newly formed
stream is considered as a river ﬂowing to the sea and the rest are
assumed to ﬂow into the rivers or may straight to the sea. A
large value for dmax prevents extra searches and small values
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encourage the search intensity near the sea. Therefore, dmax controls
the search intensity near the sea (i.e. best obtained solution). The
value of dmax adaptively decreases using the following equation:

i+1
dmax

=

i
dmax

i
dmax
−
Max iter

Table 1 Optimal tuned gains of PID controller parameters and
comparisons to other competing methods
Controller tuned settings
PID number

(16)

The WCA requires three user parameters: (i) population size, (ii)
number of rivers and sea and (iii) initial dmax. In normal practice,
these factors are realised by trial and error at which best
performance is achieved and depend on the problem complexity.
Fig. 4 recaps the step-by-step procedures of the WCA.

(1) and (2)

Kp

Ki

Method

1.0000
0.7633
Comparisons to others
tS , s

ZN [19]
GA [19]
BFOA [19]
FA [21]
hFA–PS [21]
TLBO:IDD [22]
TLBO:PIDD [22]
QOHS [23]
WCA-based PID

DF1
8.10
6.90
4.70
3.10
2.80
7.30
6.80
3.33
3.06

DF2
6.40
8.00
6.40
4.90
4.50
4.90
3.90
10.01
3.12

Kd

N

0.4270

100
ITAE

DPtie
5.10
5.70
5.10
4.30
4.00
6.50
6.50
3.30
3.72

0.6040
0.5513
0.4788
0.3240
0.2782
0.7400
0.6798
0.2800
0.2195

Fig. 5 Dynamic responses of the two-area ICPS for ±5% step load change
applied to area-1
Fig. 4 Flowchart of the WCA procedure
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a Frequency deviations of area-1
b Frequency deviations of area-2
c Tie-line power exchange deviations
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Table 2 Undershoots (US), overshoots (OS) and settling times of test case 1
Signal

Area-1

Area-2
−5% step load change

+5% step load change
tS, s
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔPtie, pu

5

3.06
3.12
3.72

OS

US
−2

1.651 × 10
6.622 × 10−4
0.000

tS , s
−1

−1.015 × 10
−7.505 × 10−2
−2.606 × 10−2

3.06
3.12
3.72

OS

US
−1

1.015×10
7.505 × 10−2
2.606 × 10−2

tS , s
−2

−1.651 × 10
−6.622 × 10−4
0.000

Simulations, demonstrations and validations

−5% step load change

+5% step load change

3.11
3.07
3.71

OS

US
−4

6.188 × 10
1.640 × 10−2
2.606 × 10−2

tS , s
−2

−7.505 × 10
−1.015×10−1
−0.000

3.11
3.07
3.71

OS

US
−2

7.505 × 10
1.015×10−1
0.000

−6.188 × 10−4
−1.640 × 10−2
−2.606 × 10−2

made and random load variations are considered. The anticipated
test scenarios are considered as follows:

The proposed WCA-based LFC is implemented under MATLAB/
SIMULINK version: 8.6.0.267246 (R2015b) [36] on an Intel®
core™ i-7-3612 QM process, 2.1 GHz, 8 GB RAM Laptop. To
demonstrate the viability of the proposed WCA-based LFC,
number of scenarios on well-known two test systems are
investigated and demonstrated, viz. two-area equal reheat thermal–
thermal power system comprising non-linearity namely test case 1,
and the other test case are intended for four-area thermal-hydraulic
ICPS. The models of test systems are established in SIMULINK
environment, whereas the script of proposed WCA optimiser and
objective function with relevant constraints are coded in MATLAB
ﬁles. The typical settings of the WCA are illustrated in Appendix.
These settings are cropped by trial and error method with
exhaustive number of simulations. The objective function (ITAE)
as depicted in (3) is estimated using WCA in order to generate the
optimal ﬁne four parameters of each PID controller.
Time-domain simulations of system dynamic performances are
performed under normal condition and when the systems are
perturbed by +5 and +1% step load in area-1 for test cases 1 and
2, respectively (applied at t = 0 s). The three well-known factors to
measure the system performance using  the
 optimised PID
parameters are cropped, i.e. settling time tS in seconds (±2%
band), and both overshoot (OS) and undershoots (US). The
numerical results are presented to show their responses under
parameter variations and uncertainties [37, 38]. At this moment,
validations and comparisons to other competing approaches are

5.1 Test case 1: two-area equal non-reheat thermal–
thermal power system including GRC
In this test case, +5% load disturbance is applied to area-1 (at t = 0 s)
and the limits of GRC of ±0.05 are used in this scenario. It is worthy to
declare that for the sake of further and fair comparisons, gains of the
PID controllers employed in the control areas are selected in the range
starting from 0 to 1 and ﬁlter coefﬁcients varying from 0 to 100.
Numerical values of the cropped best optimal values of controllers
are arranged in Table 1. Fig. 5 displays the dynamic responses of
the ICPS after applying the optimal PID setting under various load
step viz. ±5% step load disturbances to area-1. The reader can
notice obviously that the oscillations are damped quickly with
satisfactory levels of overshoots and undershoots. Table 2
summarises transient speciﬁc measures in terms of undershoots,
overshoots and settling times (±2% band) using the generated
optimal settings of PIDs (see Table 1) by the WCA-based
optimisation technique. The minimum value of ITAE obtained by
WCA is 0.2195 (best out of 20 runs) when +5% step load is
applied in area-1 of the ICPS.
In addition to the above, to signify the value of the proposed
WCA-based LFC, the cropped results are compared with
Ziegler–Nichols (ZN), GA, BFOA controllers [19], FA and
hFA–PS [21], TLBO-based integral-double derivative (IDD)

Table 3 Quality measures under system parametric variations
Parameter

tS, s
nominal
Tg1

Tg2
Tt1
Tt2
Kp1
Tp1
Kp2
Tp2
T12
R1
B1
R2
B2

0
+50
+25
−25
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50
+50
−50

ΔF2

ΔF1

%

3.06
3.11
3.07
3.08
3.11
3.06
3.09
3.21
3.00
3.16
2.14
3.36
5.31
2.35
3.71
2.99
3.68
3.40
2.93
4.35
3.96
3.14
3.01
4.24
4.88
3.39
2.90
3.56
5.11

OS, Hz

US, Hz
−2

1.651 × 10
2.320 × 10−2
1.981 × 10−2
1.316 × 10−2
1.074 × 10−2
1.311 × 10−2
1.939 × 10−2
1.887 × 10−2
1.444 × 10−2
1.284 × 10−2
2.338 × 10−2
3.789 × 10−2
0.000
6.309 × 10−3
7.700 × 10−2
2.203 × 10−2
2.281 × 10−2
1.716 × 10−2
2.517 × 10−2
2.377 × 10−2
4.359 × 10−2
1.267 × 10−2
2.633 × 10−2
1.940 × 10−2
1.242 × 10−2
1.163 × 10−2
2.805 × 10−2
3.041 × 10−2
1.380 × 10−2

tS, s
−1

−1.015 × 10
−1.024 × 10−1
−1.019 × 10−1
−1.010 × 10−1
−1.004 × 10−1
−1.013 × 10−1
−1.016 × 10−1
−1.025 × 10−1
−1.004 × 10−1
−1.013 × 10−1
−1.017 × 10−1
−1.349 × 10−1
−6.058 × 10−2
−7.585 × 10−2
−1.617 × 10−1
−1.025 × 10−1
−1.003 × 10−1
−1.007 × 10−1
−1.033 × 10−1
−9.168 × 10−2
−1.169 × 10−1
−1.015 × 10−1
−1.014 × 10−1
−1.008 × 10−1
−1.033 × 10−1
−1.015 × 10−1
−1.014 × 10−1
−1.012 × 10−1
−1.017 × 10−1

3.12
3.19
3.15
3.08
3.05
4.04
3.18
3.23
3.08
3.35
3.16
4.43
6.71
5.33
3.99
3.18
3.73
3.67
3.38
4.71
4.13
2.96
3.98
5.25
6.14
2.36
5.57
2.94
4.65

OS, Hz

US, Hz
−4

6.622 × 10
5.961 × 10−3
3.129 × 10−3
4.731 × 10−5
6.385 × 10−5
9.315 × 10−3
1.868 × 10−6
2.889 × 10−3
9.694×10−13
1.371 × 10−2
2.024 × 10−5
4.871 × 10−2
4.847×10−13
6.463×10−13
5.677 × 10−2
1.454 × 10−12
1.286 × 10−2
1.308 × 10−2
1.939 × 10−12
2.279 × 10−2
1.033 × 10−4
2.242 × 10−5
8.012 × 10−3
3.763 × 10−3
9.694 × 10−13
1.911 × 10−3
4.241 × 10−3
3.517 × 10−4
1.844 × 10−2
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ΔPtie

−2

−7.505 × 10
−7.595 × 10−2
−7.551 × 10−2
−7.456 × 10−2
−7.404 × 10−2
−7.886 × 10−2
−7.130 × 10−2
−7.606 × 10−2
−7.398 × 10−2
−8.184 × 10−2
−6.628 × 10−2
−1.072 × 10−1
−4.542 × 10−2
−5.594 × 10−2
−1.309×10−1
−7.006 × 10−2
−7.484 × 10−2
−7.676 × 10−2
−6.655 × 10−2
−8.933 × 10−2
−5.705 × 10−2
−7.508 × 10−2
−7.497 × 10−2
−7.434 × 10−2
−7.690 × 10−2
−7.999 × 10−2
−6.397 × 10−2
−6.024 × 10−2
−9.797 × 10−2

ITAE

tS , s

OS, p.u

US, p.u

3.72
3.93
3.82
3.63
3.59
3.83
3.53
3.71
3.66
3.99
3.31
6.88
6.94
5.61
6.34
3.59
4.08
3.52
3.53
3.66
4.37
3.40
3.99
5.62
6.68
4.71
5.69
4.78
6.36

0.000
0.000
0.000
1.481 × 10−7
6.859 × 10−7
8.979 × 10−5
0.000
3.931 × 10−5
0.000
1.200 × 10−4
0.000
1.703 × 10−3
0.000
0.000
4.352 × 10−3
3.666 × 10−5
2.872 × 10−3
5.486 × 10−6
6.760 × 10−5
2.226 × 10−4
5.635 × 10−5
0.000
0.000
1.027 × 10−3
0.000
0.000
4.241 × 10−3
0.000
1.562 × 10−3

−2.606 × 10−2
−2.631 × 10−2
−2.619 × 10−2
−2.592 × 10−2
−2.578 × 10−2
−2.582 × 10−2
−2.640 × 10−2
−2.634 × 10−2
−2.576 × 10−2
−2.584 × 10−2
−2.679 × 10−2
−3.261 × 10−2
−1.674 × 10−2
−2.044 × 10−2
−3.715 × 10−2
−2.475 × 10−2
−2.980 × 10−2
−2.811 × 10−2
−2.461 × 10−2
−2.794 × 10−2
−2.128 × 10−2
−2.606 × 10−2
−2.604 × 10−2
−2.586 × 10−2
−2.658 × 10−2
−2.558 × 10−2
−6.397 × 10−2
−2.817 × 10−2
−2.371 × 10−2

0.2195
0.2346
0.2236
0.2201
0.2204
0.2454
0.2178
0.2308
0.2212
0.2646
0.2198
0.4975
0.3212
0.2680
0.5753
0.2286
0.2958
0.2646
0.2354
0.3078
0.3508
0.2194
0.2476
0.3118
0.4068
0.2566
0.3568
0.2551
0.3970
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and proportional–IDDPIDD controllers [22] and QOHSA [23] for
the same test power system. The summarised comparisons of
transient parameter and quality speciﬁcations are organised in
Table 1.
To emphasise the robustness of the proposed approach, the changes
in the operating conditions and system parameters, sensitivity analysis
are considered: the nominal values of time constants (area-1 and
area-2) of governor,
 turbine (i.e. Tg1,Tg2, Tt1 and Tt2) and frequency
bias and droops R1 − R2 and B1 − B2 are modiﬁed by ±50% in
25% step taking them in order [23, 24] (the relevant values of
±50% of nominal parameter value reported in the table).
Furthermore, variations of operating load condition of power
systems and synchronisation coefﬁcient (i.e. Kp1, Kp2, Tp1, Tp2 and
T12) are considered. Table 3 recapitulates the quality measures
under system parametric variations. As an example, the signatures
of ΔF1, ΔF2, and ΔPtie with the varied Tg1 parameter are shown in
Figs. 6a–c.

An additional validation is performed by applying load
disturbances in a random continuous pattern as depicted in
Figs. 7a. This load varies randomly between ±5% with 10 s
sample time and disturbs area-2 of ICPS no. 1. The oscillations of
dynamic response proﬁles of test system 1 (ΔF1, ΔF2 and ΔPtie)
are revealed in Figs. 7b and c, respectively.
5.2

Test case 2: unequal four-area ICPS

To examine the performance of WCA in tuning PID controllers of a
larger system, the study is extended to unequal four-area ICPS
shown in Fig. 2. This test case has four PID with 16 design
control continuous variables. For further comparisons to others,
the gains of the PID controllers employed in the control areas are
selected in the range ∈ [0, 10] and ﬁlter coefﬁcients varies from 0
to 100. In this test case, the system is subjected to +1.0% step

Fig. 6 Time-domain dynamic system response under Tg1 uncertainties

Fig. 7 Signatures of dynamic responses in response to random load
variation

a ΔF1 oscillations
b ΔF2 oscillations
c ΔPtie oscillations

a Load pattern of random proﬁle to test system 1 (±5% load changes to area-2)
b Oscillations of ΔF1 and ΔF2
c Oscillations of ΔPtie
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Table 4 Optimal gains of PID controllers, quality measures (+1% step load disturbance) and comparisons to other competing methods
PID controller tuned settings

Quality measures of WCA-based LFC

IMC [5]

QoHSA [23]

PID

Kp

Ki

Kd

N

Signal

tS, s

OS

US

tS , s

tS , s

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

9.9998
1.0039
4.4841
0.2351

10.0000
0.4594
1.0687
0.2001

2.2323
9.9968
10.0000
10.0000

98.2495
73.9268
49.7536
99.7602

ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ITAE

9.55
12.52
12.54
27.41
10.29
17.19
44.46
43.74
0.1338

2.591 × 10−3
1.876 × 10−4
1.839 × 10−4
8.356 × 10−4
3.905 × 10−5
4.160 × 10−5
7.162 × 10−5
9.229 × 10−6

−7.488 × 10−3
−2.968 × 10−3
−3.048 × 10−3
−7.488 × 10−3
−1.108 × 10−3
−1.103 × 10−3
−1.465 × 10−4
−1.115 × 10−5

11.14
24.82
24.82
24.32
29.35
29.35
24.04
NRa
0.5294

10.86
29.45
28.73
26.65
30.41
45.77
55.29
NRa
0.5098

a

Not reported

load change in area-1 at t = 0. Furthermore, the authors would like to
state that due to that the hydro-power system of area-4 is unstable
and for fair comparisons to [5, 23], a phase lead-compensating
device is connected in series with PID 4 controller (not shown in
Fig. 2) in order to improve the system dynamic transient
responses. The transfer function {L(s)} of the lead compensator is
characterised by the following equation:
L(s) =

1 + 3.8787s
1 + 0.03919s

(17)

After applying the optimisation processes several times using WCA,
the optimal ﬁne-tuned PID gains and best value of ITAE (out of 20

Fig. 8 Signatures of system time-domain dynamic responses to +1% step
load applied to area-1
a Time-domain dynamic responses of ΔF1 – ΔF4
b Time-domain dynamic responses of tie lines
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repeated runs) are presented in Table 4. The signatures of system
dynamic responses in time domain are displayed in Fig. 8. Also,
the cropped measures of transient quality speciﬁcations are listed
in Table 4. For more validations, Table 4 summarises the cropped
results obtained by internal model control (IMC) [5] and QoHSA
[23] and compared with WCA-based LFC results. The reader can
obviously notice that the cropped results by WCA outperforms the
reported outcome of [5, 23] as shown in Table 4 with much lesser
ITAE value. In addition, the maximum deviations of area
frequencies are limited and much better than that obtained by the
IMC [5] and QoHSA [23] (the reader is kindly requested to refer
to [5, 23]).
A sensitivity analysis for parameter variations is planned to certify
the good performance of the cropped PID optimal gains, as examples
due to lengthy data, the parameters of area-1 of thermal reheat plant
(Tg1 , Tr1 , Tt1 and Kp1 ), and the parameters of hydraulic plant in
area-4 (T1 − T2 , Tw and Kp4 ) are reported in this article and varied
by ±50% from their typical values. Table 5 summarises the
outcome of system performance and parameter uncertainties of test
system 2. As an representative illustration example, the signatures
′
s with the varied Tt1 parameter by ±50% of
of ΔF1– Δ F4, and DPtie
its nominal value are revealed in Figs. 9a–h.
Further validation is performed to support the robustness of
proposed WCA-based LFC method, likewise, above test case, in
which, the area-1 of this interconnected test system 2 is disturbed
by step load changes randomly every 25 s with ±5% maximum
values as shown in Fig. 10a. Figs. 10b and c exhibit signatures of
time-domain dynamic responses proﬁles of test system 2 to this
random load pattern. The reader may obviously notice that the
proposed WCA-based tuned PID controller produces robust and
stable performance under the disturbed circumstance. The WCAbased PID controllers behave efﬁciently to behave to recover the
system normal steady state operating condition with the
application of this continuous load variations at different time
interval as shown in Figs. 10b–c.
All recorded quality speciﬁcations of transient responses for test
cases 1 and 2 under parameters’ uncertainties and other scenarios
of load disturbances are within acceptable standard quality
parameters [39, 40]. The achieved numerical results and examples
of dynamic response signatures demonstrate that the optimised
PID controllers can ensure good performance under system
parametric variations. Since the system responses under
parameter’s uncertainties are close to each other (see Tables 3 and
5 and Figs. 6 and 9), the viability of the proposed WCA-based
LFC under wide alterations in the system parameters (±50% from
their original values) is recognised and conﬁrmed.
For further conﬁrmation, due to the high randomness nature of
heuristic-based algorithms such as WCA, the optimisation procedure
is run 20 independent times for the studied test cases 1 and 2. The
algorithm performance measures corresponding to the minimum and
maximum values of the ﬁtness function (i.e. ITAE), average, variance
and standard deviation (StD) are scheduled in Table 6. It is worth
highlighting that the PID controllers are ﬁne tuned during planning
stage (i.e. off-line) and later place them into real actions for on-line
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Table 5 Records of numerical simulations of parameters’ uncertainties
Parameter
Tg1

%

Signal

tS, s

OS

US

ITAE

Parameter

%

Signal

tS, s

OS

US

ITAE

+50%

ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u

9.13
12.11
12.12
27.38
9.93
10.78
43.82
43.57
10.15
13.16
13.15
27.44
17.96
18.30
45.06
43.78
8.68
11.78
11.78
27.27
9.60
10.40
43.23
43.41
10.60
16.37
16.35
27.53
24.80
19.51
45.68
43.95
9.42
16.22
16.22
41.04
16.97
17.29
47.49
43.95
9.72
13.04
13.05
25.44
10.81
12.09
44.58
43.75
9.96
12.38
12.40
36.97
17.78
18.24
45.50
43.69
8.45
13.77
13.76
16.61
9.19
14.12
41.83
43.70

4.647 × 10−3
2.397 × 10−4
2.517 × 10−4
8.407 × 10−4
1.400 × 10−4
1.303 × 10−4
7.386 × 10−5
9.238 × 10−6
7.335 × 10−4
1.874 × 10−4
1.838 × 10−4
8.316 × 10−4
3.658 × 10−5
4.157 × 10−5
7.123 × 10−5
9.222 × 10−6
4.809 × 10−3
3.358 × 10−4
3.748 × 10−4
8.708 × 10−4
1.726 × 10−4
1.659 × 10−4
7.425 × 10−5
9.298 × 10−6
1.864 × 10−4
1.864 × 10−4
1.828 × 10−4
8.113 × 10−4
3.639 × 10−5
4.131 × 10−5
6.901 × 10−5
9.180 × 10−6
2.589 × 10−3
2.109 × 10−4
2.068 × 10−4
1.082 × 10−3
4.491 × 10−5
4.924 × 10−5
8.478 × 10−5
9.498 × 10−6
2.584 × 10−3
1.714 × 10−4
1.682 × 10−4
7.027 × 10−4
4.326 × 10−5
3.747 × 10−5
6.456 × 10−5
9.018 × 10−6
2.586 × 10−3
1.914 × 10−4
1.882 × 10−4
9.369 × 10−4
3.880 × 10−5
4.445 × 10−5
8.488 × 10−5
9.361 × 10−6
2.592 × 10−3
1.762 × 10−4
1.713 × 10−4
5.042 × 10−4
4.228 × 10−5
3.547 × 10−5
3.847 × 10−5
8.831 × 10−6

−8.315 × 10−3
−3.387 × 10−3
−3.457 × 10−3
−8.315 × 10−3
−1.275 × 10−3
−1.270 × 10−3
−1.691 × 10−4
−1.178 × 10−5
−6.408 × 10−3
−2.510 × 10−3
−2.585 × 10−3
−6.408 × 10−3
−9.375 × 10−4
−9.329 × 10−4
−1.270 × 10−4
−1.114 × 10−5
−8.699 × 10−3
−3.678 × 10−3
−3.719 × 10−3
−8.699 × 10−3
−1.403 × 10−3
−1.396 × 10−3
−1.914 × 10−4
−1.189 × 10−5
−5.751 × 10−3
−2.078 × 10−3
−2.167 × 10−3
−5.751 × 10−3
−7.461 × 10−4
−7.451 × 10−4
−1.092 × 10−4
−1.093 × 10−5
−7.488 × 10−3
−2.968 × 10−3
−3.048 × 10−3
−7.488 × 10−3
−1.108 × 10−3
−1.103 × 10−3
−1.466 × 10−4
−1.114 × 10−5
−7.488 × 10−3
−2.968 × 10−3
−3.048 × 10−3
−7.488 × 10−3
−1.108 × 10−3
−1.103 × 10−3
−1.462 × 10−4
−1.114 × 10−5
−7.489 × 10−3
−2.968 × 10−3
−3.048 × 10−3
−7.489 × 10−3
−1.108 × 10−3
−1.102 × 10−3
−1.462 × 10−4
−1.114 × 10−5
−7.481 × 10−3
−2.969 × 10−3
−3.045 × 10−3
−5.684 × 10−3
−1.108 × 10−3
−1.104 × 10−3
−1.474 × 10−4
−1.117 × 10−5

0.1398

Tr1

+50%

ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u
ΔF1, Hz
ΔF2, Hz
ΔF3, Hz
ΔF4, Hz
ΔPtie12, p.u
ΔPtie13, p.u
ΔPtie14, p.u
ΔPtie23, p.u

9.81
15.56
14.20
24.47
18.36
18.81
45.28
45.39
8.08
10.90
10.93
30.75
9.13
9.82
43.75
41.73
8.44
12.24
12.32
27.41
10.21
16.71
44.64
43.74
10.62
12.95
12.81
27.37
10.42
17.68
44.14
43.67
9.47
12.88
12.89
23.99
10.32
11.55
44.59
43.75
9.62
12.12
12.14
38.66
17.17
17.64
43.73
43.69
8.14
14.05
14.05
18.72
8.55
14.32
44.80
43.69
2.30
15.30
15.30
47.03
14.65
15.49
41.08
43.89

2.506 × 10−3
1.851 × 10−4
1.814 × 10−4
8.148 × 10−4
3.408 × 10−5
3.934 × 10−5
6.981 × 10−5
9.666 × 10−6
2.835 × 10−3
1.588 × 10−4
1.555 × 10−4
8.296 × 10−4
6.734 × 10−5
5.755 × 10−5
7.246 × 10−5
8.399 × 10−6
3.453 × 10−3
1.870 × 10−4
1.833 × 10−4
8.312 × 10−4
3.642 × 10−5
4.141 × 10−5
7.115 × 10−5
1.142 × 10−5
1.854 × 10−3
1.892 × 10−4
1.856 × 10−4
8.491 × 10−4
6.645 × 10−5
5.517 × 10−5
7.286 × 10−5
9.274 × 10−6
2.576 × 10−3
1.796 × 10−4
1.760 × 10−4
7.380 × 10−4
3.997 × 10−5
3.869 × 10−5
6.504 × 10−5
9.118 × 10−6
2.590 × 10−3
1.971 × 10−4
1.934 × 10−4
9.503 × 10−4
4.006 × 10−5
4.515 × 10−5
7.888 × 10−5
9.363 × 10−6
2.584 × 10−3
2.071 × 10−4
2.015 × 10−4
8.757 × 10−4
4.837 × 10−5
4.682 × 10−5
5.892 × 10−5
9.067 × 10−6
2.593 × 10−3
1.320 × 10−4
1.317 × 10−4
6.682 × 10−4
5.811 × 10−5
4.732 × 10−5
8.502 × 10−5
8.384 × 10−6

−7.494 × 10−3
−2.974 × 10−3
−3.053 × 10−3
−7.494 × 10−3
−1.111 × 10−3
−1.106 × 10−3
−1.471 × 10−4
−1.153 × 10−5
−7.468 × 10−3
−2.950 × 10−3
−3.033 × 10−3
−7.468 × 10−3
−1.099 × 10−3
−1.095 × 10−3
−1.448 × 10−4
−1.022 × 10−5
−9.108 × 10−3
−3.221 × 10−3
−3.367 × 10−3
−9.108 × 10−3
−1.145 × 10−3
−1.144 × 10−3
−1.403 × 10−4
−1.113 × 10−5
−5.413 × 10−3
−2.666 × 10−3
−2.641 × 10−3
−5.413 × 10−3
−1.042 × 10−3
−1.038 × 10−3
−1.580 × 10−4
−1.142 × 10−5
−7.486−3
−2.969 × 10−3
−3.049 × 10−3
−7.485 × 10−3
−1.106 × 10−3
−1.101 × 10−3
−1.468 × 10−4
−1.115 × 10−5
−7.485 × 10−3
−2.967 × 10−3
−3.049 × 10−3
−7.485 × 10−3
−1.107 × 10−3
−1.103 × 10−3
−1.462 × 10−4
−1.114 × 10−5
−7.488 × 10−3
−2.962 × 10−3
−3.044 × 10−3
−7.488 × 10−3
−1.108 × 10−3
−1.103 × 10−3
−1.456 × 10−4
−1.125 × 10−5
−7.488 × 10−3
−2.970 × 10−3
−3.048 × 10−3
−7.488 × 10−3
−1.107 × 10−3
−1.101 × 10−3
−1.472 × 10−4
−1.106 × 10−5

0.1548

−50%

Tt1

+50%

−50%

Tw

+50%

−50%

T2

+50%

−50%

−50%

0.1331

0.1397

kp1

−50%

0.1332

0.1943

T1

0.1025

+50%

−50%

0.1225

0.1699

+50%

kp4

+50%

−50%

0.1099

0.1334

0.1357

0.1216

0.1591

0.1169

0.1711

control of power system. In spite of this, the average CPU elapsed time
(s) for time of simulation is reported. Small values of StD and variance
indicate robustness of the proposed method.
A close look into Tables 1 and 3 reveals that there is a signiﬁcant
improvement in the dynamic responses (frequency and tie-line
power deviations) for the obtained results produced by the proposed
WCA-based optimised PID controller with smaller ITAE value
compared with other challenging techniques. Moreover, it may be
noted that the proposed WCA-based LFC provides an obvious
enhancement and better control over continuous oscillations during
load variations. The proposed WCA-based optimised PIDs have the
ability to deal with load applications and removal of loads
efﬁciently and able to stabilise the system with minimum overshoot

and undershoot values. In addition, the signals are settled in a very
short and acceptable time (see Figs. 5–10).
Once again, the simulation results have been shown that the
WCA-based LFC results are very close and may be outperform the
results obtained by other recent competing methods, which
justiﬁes the application of WCA for small and large systems
providing the possibility of using the WCA for solving other
optimisation problems in the power systems. Nevertheless, the
main drawback of WCA is to properly adapt the algorithm
parameters. The ﬁne tuning of the WCA characteristics is done by
trial and error method which is the most commonly used in
optimisation techniques. With more concern for WCA, the authors
have noticed that burden of computation time especially for
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Fig. 9 Time-domain dynamic system responses under Tt1 variations of turbine 1 in area-1
a ΔF1 responses
b ΔF2 responses
c ΔF3 responses
d ΔF4 responses
e ΔPtie,12 responses
f ΔPtie,13 responses
g ΔPtie,14 responses
h ΔPtie,23 responses

large-scale systems is still required further investigations in future
researches and in particular for on-line applications.

6

Conclusions

Efﬁcient WCA-based LFC has been developed and investigated.
Two ICPS’s, including GRC non-linearity and hydro-thermal
power plants, are considered to examine the viability and efﬁcacy

IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., 2016, Vol. 10, Iss. 15, pp. 3950–3961
& The Institution of Engineering and Technology 2016

of the proposed WCA-based methodology. Optimal parameters of
PID controller per each area are collected. The simulation results
showed that the proposed WCA-based PID controller provides
better dynamic performances in terms of settling time, overshoot
and undershoot which ascertains the strength of the proposed
method. The cropped results generated by WCA are validated
through comparisons to other challenging techniques which signify
the effectiveness of the proposed WCA-based LFC. In addition,
performance statistical measures of WCA optimiser are performed.
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7

Fig. 10 Signatures of transient oscillations of test power system 2 in
response to random load variation
a Load pattern of random proﬁle perturbed to test system 2 (±5% load changes)
b Oscillations of ΔF1 – ΔF4 in response to random load variation
′
s in response to random load variation
c Oscillations of DPtie

Table 6 Performance measures of the WCA (out of 20 runs) of ITAE
values
Measure
minimum
maximum
mean
variance
StD
elapsed time, s

Scenario (1)
−01

2.194900 × 10
2.195093 × 10−01
2.195015 × 10−01
9.053932 × 10−11
9.515215 × 10−06
5,791

Scenario (2)
1.337737 × 10−01
1.339974 × 10−01
1.338806 × 10−01
4.741966 × 10−09
6.886193 × 10−05
17,295

Finally, sensitivity analysis exhibits that the optimised WCA-based
LFC is efﬁcient performer under uncertainty conditions and
against random load disturbances as well.
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Appendix

The adapted parameters of WCA are: Maxiter = 50, Npop = 50,
Nsr = 10 and dmax = 10−5.
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